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With her award-winning debut novel, Muder On Iditarod Trail, Sue Henry established herself as one of the
most celebrated new mystery writers. In TERMINATION DUST, her much-anticipated second Alex Jensen
mystery, Sue Henry again seizes the rich history of Alaska and Canada's forgotten frontiers and delivers a
fast-paced mystery with one of the most adventurous and charming detectives around.

The virgin landscape along the Yukon River has hardly changed since the gold rush began in 1897.
Frostbiting winds slice the rugged terrain, and, like a shroud, the first dusting of snow covers the low hills.
Braving thick snow on the Top of the World Highway--where one slip could mean a fall down thousands a
cold-blooded killer. His only witness is Jim Hampton, a rugged canoeist whose vacation has abruptly ended.
And Jensen's only clue is an 1898 journal--detailing an eerily similar murder--that Hampton discovered on
the killer's path.

Set against nature's most beautiful, yet cruelest, elements, TERMINATION DUST weaves together legend
and reality in a tremendous display of imaginative talent and storytelling prowess.

With her award-winning debut novel, MURDER ON IDITAROD TRAIL, Sue Henry established herself as
one of the most celebrated new mystery writers. In TERMINATION DUST, her much-anticipated second
Alex Jensen mystery, Sue Henry again seizes the rich history of Alaska and Canada's forgotten frontiers and
delivers a fast-paced mystery with one of the most adventurous and charming detectives around.

The virgin landscape along the Yukon River has hardly changed since the gold rush began in 1897.
Frostbiting winds slice the rugged terrain, and, like a shroud, the first dusting of snow covers the low hills.
Braving thick snow on the Top of the World Highway--where one slip could mean a fall down thousands a
cold-blooded killer. His only witness is Jim Hampton, a rugged canoeist whose vacation has abruptly ended.
And Jensen's only clue is an 1898 journal--detailing an eerily similar murder--that Hampton discovered on
the killer's path.

Set against nature's most beautiful, yet cruelest, elements, TERMINATION DUST weaves together legend
and reality in a tremendous display of imaginative talent and storytelling prowess.
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From reader reviews:

Frank Miller:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a e-book. Beside you can solve your condition; you can add
your knowledge by the reserve entitled Termination Dust. Try to make the book Termination Dust as your
friend. It means that it can for being your friend when you feel alone and beside associated with course make
you smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you far more confidence
because you can know every little thing by the book. So , we need to make new experience in addition to
knowledge with this book.

Kelly Neidig:

This Termination Dust book is simply not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands.
The benefit you have by reading this book is actually information inside this book incredible fresh, you will
get details which is getting deeper you read a lot of information you will get. That Termination Dust without
we comprehend teach the one who examining it become critical in considering and analyzing. Don't become
worry Termination Dust can bring when you are and not make your carrier space or bookshelves' become
full because you can have it in the lovely laptop even telephone. This Termination Dust having good
arrangement in word and layout, so you will not really feel uninterested in reading.

Patricia Frazier:

Reading a reserve tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With reading through you can
get a lot of information that will give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world can easily
share their idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their very own reader
with their story or their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the publications. But also they write
about the ability about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your kids, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their
proficiency in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write with their book. One of them is
this Termination Dust.

Robert Vargas:

Termination Dust can be one of your basic books that are good idea. Many of us recommend that straight
away because this publication has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in language, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but nonetheless delivering the information. The copy writer giving his/her effort
to set every word into joy arrangement in writing Termination Dust yet doesn't forget the main point, giving
the reader the hottest as well as based confirm resource facts that maybe you can be one among it. This great
information can certainly drawn you into new stage of crucial considering.
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